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Modeling the Influence
of Land-Shape on the
Energy Production Potential
of a Wind Farm Site
During wind farm planning, the farm layout or turbine arrangement is generally opti-
mized to minimize the wake losses, and thereby maximize the energy production. How-
ever, the scope of layout design itself depends on the specified farm land-shape, where
the latter is conventionally not considered a part of the wind farm decision-making pro-
cess. Instead, a presumed land-shape is generally used during the layout design process,
likely leading to sub-optimal wind farm planning. In this paper, we develop a novel
framework to explore how the farm land-shape influences the output potential of a site,
under a given wind resource variation. Farm land-shapes are defined in terms of their as-
pect ratio and directional orientation, assuming a rectangular configuration. Simultane-
ous optimizations of the turbine selection and placement are performed to maximize the
energy production capacity, for a set of sample land-shapes with fixed land area. The
maximum farm capacity factor or farm output potential is then represented as a function
of the land aspect ratio and land orientation, using quadratic and Kriging response surfa-
ces. This framework is applied to design a 25 MW wind farm at a North Dakota site that
experiences multiple dominant wind directions. An appreciable 5% difference in capacity
factor is observed between the best and the worst sample farm land-shapes at this wind
site. It is observed that among the 50 sample land-shapes, higher energy production is
accomplished by the farm lands that have aspect ratios significantly greater than one,
and are oriented lengthwise roughly along the dominant wind direction axis. Subsequent
optimization of the land-shape using the Kriging response surface further corroborates
this observation. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4026201]

Keywords: capacity factor, farm land-shape, response surface, wind distribution, wind
farm layout optimization

1 Introduction

1.1 Wind Farm Planning. The steady evolution of renew-
able energy technologies is necessary to drive the world towards a
more sustainable and environment-friendly energy demographics
[1,2]. Wind power plants or wind farms lie at the forefront of such
renewable energy technologies. The energy output and the eco-
nomics of a wind farm are functions of a series of environmental
and engineering factors. Optimal choice/design of the engineering
factors depends on the estimated wind resource variations and
other natural characteristics of the site and its surroundings. These
relationships are generally not independent of each other. There-
fore, for a given site, the overall wind farm configuration should
be carefully planned in order to accomplish the desired level of
performance. On the contrary, in conventional wind farm develop-
ment, decision-making regarding the major engineering factors
are often performed individually. Overlooking the interaction

among the engineering factors can lead to suboptimal planning of
the wind farm configuration.

Key engineering-design factors that influence the wind farm
performance include:

(1) the nameplate capacity of the wind farm
(2) the land area and land-shape of the farm site
(3) the type(s) of turbine to be installed
(4) the placement of turbines in the wind farm (farm layout)

A coherent consideration of the influences of the different key
design factors on wind farm performance is rare in the literature.
For example, turbine choices are often proposed based on the esti-
mated class of wind power density and wind loads for the con-
cerned site. Such information pertains to each turbine operating as
a standalone entity; the performances of the turbines as part of an
array, which is highly sensitive to the mutual wind-shading
effects, often remains unaccounted for. Another instance of
neglecting factor-interdependence occurs during farm layout
planning; designing the arrangement of turbines in the farm is
conventionally performed as an independent post-process to plan-
ning the “nameplate capacity” and the “portion of the site to be
used for wind turbine installation.” The latter factor can be more
readily represented as farm land-shape and farm land area. For the
same installed capacity and overall land area used for wind farm
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construction, different farm land-shapes can have significantly
different energy production capacities. In other words, the farm
land-shape strongly regulates the maximum energy that can be
accomplished through layout optimization. Investigation into such
scenarios is rare in the literature.

The key inputs and the outputs of a generalized wind farm
design methodology are illustrated in Fig. 1. The input and the
output parameters of wind farm design that are considered in this
paper appear in black font in Fig. 1; the parameters/factors that
have not been explicitly considered or are assumed to be constant
appear in gray font. The focus of this paper is on the role of the
farm land-shape in optimal wind farm design.

The specific objectives of this paper are:

(i) To develop a methodology to quantify the relationships
between the farm land-shape and the maximum farm per-
formance that can be accomplished through layout
optimization.

(ii) To illustrate these relationships and explore their signifi-
cance in commercial-scale wind farm design.

(iii) To optimize the farm land-shape (for maximizing energy
production) using the estimated function defining the
“farm land-shape—farm performance” relationship.

The first objective essentially leads to the quantification of the
energy production potential of a particular land-shape at a given
site. In this context, rectangular farm land configurations are con-
sidered. Rectangular wind farm land is used to investigate and
characterize how wind farm performance is influenced by the as-
pect ratio and the orientation (i.e., overall shape) of the farm
land. Response surface methodologies are used to model the rela-
tionships between the land shape and the optimal farm
performance.

1.2 Wind Farm Layout Optimization. Wind farms gener-
ally consist of multiple wind turbines located in a particular
arrangement over a substantial stretch of land (onshore) or water
body (offshore). It has been shown that the total power extracted
by a wind farm is significantly less than the simple product of the
power extracted by a standalone turbine and the number of identi-
cal turbines (N) in the farm [3]. This deficiency can be in part
attributed to the loss in the availability of energy due to wake
effects, i.e., the shading effect of a wind turbine on other wind tur-
bines downstream from it [4]. Energy deficit due to mutual shad-
ing effects can be determined using analytical or numerical wake
models. These wake models provide a measure of the growth of

the wake and the velocity deficit in the wake as functions of the
distance downstream from a given wind turbine. The Park wake
model, originally developed by Jensen [5] and later by Katic et al.
[6], is one of the most popular analytical wake models used in
wind farm modeling. Other standard analytical wake models
include Frandsen’s model [7], Larsen’s model [8], and Ishihara’s
model [9].

The reduction in the wind farm efficiency (loss in the effective
energy available), due to this mutual shading, depends primarily
on the geometric arrangement of wind turbines in a farm. To
address this wake-induced energy deficiency, the arrangement of
turbines over the farm site is optimized. Two primary classes of
turbine arrangement (or layout optimization) methods exist in the
literature: (i) methods that divide the wind farm into a discrete
grid in order to search for the optimum grid locations of turbines
[4,10–12], (ii) more recent methods that define the turbine loca-
tion co-ordinates as continuous variables, thereby allowing tur-
bines to take up any feasible location within the farm [13–15].
Other recent methods consider the demand pattern for micro-
siting, instead of merely maximizing the net energy production
[16]. Various classes of algorithms have also been leveraged for
optimizing wind farm layouts, including evolutionary and genetic
algorithms [10–12], swarm-based algorithms [15], and pattern
search algorithms [17]. However, only a few of the above methods
allow optimal selection of commercial turbines along with opti-
mal turbine arrangement [15]. Mustakerov and Borissova [18]
presented an optimization methodology to select the type and the
number of turbines in a wind farm, where two different wind farm
land shapes (square and rectangle) were considered. Gu and Wang
[19] presented a method to model irregular farm boundaries,
where these irregular shapes were reported to be motivated by fac-
tors such as lakes, parks, or ecologically sensitive areas at or near
the site.

A limited set of choices of wind turbines (turbine-types) are
available in the commercial market. The selection of an optimal
combination of turbines from this set yields a mixed-discrete opti-
mization problem. Commercial wind farms often comprise a large
number of turbines (a hundred or more); for a wind farm with N
turbines, if an array layout or a grid-based pattern is not assumed,
the optimization problem is characterized by at least 2N design
variables. Together with the likely multimodal nature of the power
generation function [20], this characteristic leads to a challenging
optimization problem. The grid-based approach results in an even
higher dimensional integer programming problem. Therefore, in
the case of both class of farm layout optimization approaches,
powerful optimization methodologies need to be leveraged.

Fig. 1 Key factors (inputs and outputs) in wind farm design
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The Unrestricted Wind Farm Layout Optimization (UWFLO)
methodology, introduced by Chowdhury et al. [14,15], avoids the
limiting assumptions presented by other methods, regarding the
layout pattern and the selection of turbines. The original UWFLO
power generation model [14] was successfully validated against
data from a wind tunnel experiment on a scaled down wind farm.
This method was further advanced by Chowdhury et al. [15] to
include (i) the variation in wind conditions and (ii) the use of com-
mercial wind turbines. The UWFLO method also allows a combi-
nation of differing turbine-types, in order to favorably modify the
flow pattern within the farm (for maximum energy production). A
powerful mixed-discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (MDPSO)
algorithm [21] is used for solving the optimization problems in
the UWFLO framework. In this paper, we use the UWFLO
method to determine the optimum wind farm configuration for
any given farm land-shape.

1.3 Role of Farm Land-Shape in Wind Farm Planning.
The optimal farm layout(s) and the corresponding maximum
energy production that can be obtained for a wind resource
depend on the given/specified boundaries of the farm site. Farm
sites generally stretch over a substantial area, and the boundaries
to which turbine installations will be constrained are themselves
subject to planning and need not be fixed. The maximum energy
that can be extracted from a certain farm land-shape (defined by
specific boundaries) can be significantly different from that
extracted from a different farm land-shape; in other words, the
energy production potential or farm output potential is strongly
related to the allowed farm boundaries (farm land-shape). To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, a wind farm design methodology
that explicitly accounts for farm land-shape options and/or
explores the relationship between the farm output potential and
the farm land-shape is currently lacking in the literature.

A change in the land-shape (allowed boundaries) alters the
entire coordinate system defining the farm layout, making it in-
tractable to optimize the farm layout and the land-shape together.
Hence, we believe that it is more tractable to develop a bi-level
optimization framework for optimizing the farm layout and the
farm land-shape. At the same time, the available land at a site is
often subject to various other practical constraints owing to (i)
local vegetation (and/or land usage), (ii) construction of roadways,
(iii) local topography, (iv) load bearing capacity of the soil, (v)
negotiations with local land-owners [22], and (vi) spatial variation
of the wind resource [23]. A simpler incorporation of these factors
as constraints is possible with a bi-level optimization framework.
The bi-level optimization framework would also allow investiga-
tion of the relationship between the farm land-shape and the corre-
sponding maximum farm performance (obtained through layout
optimization), which can provide unique insights into the role of
farm land-shape in wind farm design. It is important to note that
depending upon the farm layout, different levels of energy pro-
duction can be accomplished from a particular land-shape (at a
site). Hence, the maximum energy production capacity or farm
output potential of a given land-shape is of interest in this context.

The likely impact of the wind farm on its natural surroundings
and local neighborhood also depends on the extent of the site used
or the land footprint of the wind farm. Land usage for turbine in-
stallation generally demands (i) negotiations with local land-
owners [22], (ii) consideration of noise and visual impact, (iii) dis-
placement of local wildlife [24], and (iv) reduction or suspension
of alternative land usage (e.g., for agriculture or cattle grazing). A
standard wind farm site could offer several joined/disconnected
plots, belonging either to local land-owners (individuals/organiza-
tions) or to the Government. However, using different sets of land
plots at the site could offer differing trade-offs with respect to the
following objectives: (i) energy production and (ii) ease of land
acquisition, and (iii) the net impact on surroundings. These objec-
tives ultimately bear important cost implications. For example,
the portion and the extent of the site to be used for wind turbine

installation affects the site permitting and land acquisition
processes. These processes are known to be potential contributing
factors to costly delays in wind energy projects [25].

Hence, it is important to understand how land area and land-
shape impact these objectives. Scenarios to be explored could
include examples such as—using a different land-shape with the
same total area could produce more energy while resulting in ac-
ceptable levels of impact on the local surroundings. Exploration
of such scenarios requires quantitative frameworks that relate
land exploitation (area and shape) to energy production capacity
and impact on surroundings. With the availability of such a
framework, developers would not need to be restricted to use a
predefined portion of the site to fulfill their conceived capacity
plans. Such a framework could therefore enable more effective
due diligence in the feasibility study stage of wind farm
planning.

Very limited amount of research has been done in the wind
energy community on quantitatively exploring farm-land avail-
ability and options at a site, and their impact on the energy pro-
duction potential. Christie and Bradley [26] present an otherwise
rare exploration of how to optimize land use for wind farms; their
paper focuses on maximizing power generation per unit land area.
The effects of number of turbines (array size), turbine separation,
and perimeter setback are particularly explored in that paper [26].
Christie and Bradley [26] found that wind farms designed to maxi-
mize power generation per unit area of land could be significantly
different from that designed to maximize economic gain or overall
capacity factor. Chowdhury et al. investigated how the installed
capacity and the “land area/MW installed” leveraged for a project
impacts the optimal energy production capacity of a site [27].
Chowdhury et al. [27] found that in order to ensure a desirable
threshold capacity factor, the “land area—nameplate capacity”
combination should be beyond a particular cutoff curve (which is
subjective to the local wind conditions).

In this paper, we develop response surface-based models (or
surrogate models) to represent the maximum energy production
obtained by farm layout optimization as a function of the farm
land-shape. This process also provides key insights into the corre-
lation between the land-shape and the corresponding optimized
layout (that maximizes energy production). Subsequently, we
again maximize the capacity factor (using the response surface)
by optimizing the land-shape. This research is expected to lay the
foundation of qualitatively exploring the impact of the site config-
uration on different production, economic, and environmental
objectives in a wind energy project. For example, the novel
response surface-based framework developed in this paper could
be readily extended to explore how different land-shapes (with
implicitly optimized layout) could result in different levels of
noise impact or impact on local wildlife. Section 2 describes the
overall framework developed to relate the maximum farm energy
production capacity to the farm land-shape. Section 3 shows the
results from the application of the design framework to a case
study, the response surfaces developed thereof, and the maximum
capacity factor obtained by optimizing the land-shape.

2 Modeling the Role of Land Aspect Ratio

and Orientation in Wind Farm Planning

2.1 Overview of the Modeling Framework. This paper
focuses on modeling how the optimal wind farm performance
(energy production potential) is influenced by the shape of the
farm land. Rectangular farm configurations are considered for
the ease of analysis and illustration, and the shape of the farm
land is characterized in terms of the aspect ratio and the orienta-
tion of the farm. The aspect ratio of the farm is the ratio of the
length to the breadth of the farm land. The orientation of the
farm land is given by the angle made by the length-wise side of
the farm land with respect to the South direction, measured
clockwise.
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In this paper, we have mainly considered a single contiguous
rectangular land plot at the site. Although rectangular land plots
are more popular, other land-shapes or sites with smaller dis-
jointed plots also occur in practice. In such cases, the design
framework developed in this paper could still be readily
implemented on an approximated representation of the actual
land-shape; this representation is accomplished by:

(1) Determining the smallest rectangle(s) that encloses the con-
cerned shape or shapes (in case of disjointed land plots).

(2) Dividing the rectangle into a 2-D grid of an appropriate
resolution.

(3) Restricting the placement of turbines to the grid cells that
lie within the boundaries of the concerned shape (through
additional constraints during optimization).

Gu and Wang [19] also presented an interesting method to
model irregular farm land boundaries in the context of turbine
micrositing. Their method is based on an edge detection algorithm
that extracts wind farm contour information from existing digital
maps.

The farm energy production potential or output potential in this
paper is represented by the capacity factor (CF) of the farm. The
farm CF is the ratio of (i) the actual energy expected to be pro-
duced over a given time-period to (ii) the energy that could have
been produced if the farm would always be operating at its name-
plate/installed capacity.

A design framework is formulated to model the relationship
between the farm land-shape and the corresponding farm output
potential; this framework comprises the following major steps:

(i) A set of sample aspect ratios and orientations are gener-
ated within specified practical ranges, using a pseudo-
random sequence.

(ii) For each defined sample farm land-shape, the farm layout
and the turbine selection are simultaneously optimized to
maximize the CF of the farm (using the UWFLO method).

(iii) Using the information from the previous step (as training
points), a response surface is fitted to represent the maxi-
mum CF as a function of the aspect ratio and the orienta-
tion of the rectangular farm land.

An illustration of this framework is provided in Fig. 2.
In the subsequent subsections, we provide a summary of the

UWFLO energy production model, the formulation of the
optimization problem for maximizing the CF, and the develop-
ment of the “land-shape to maximum CF” response surface
models.

2.2 UWFLO Energy Production Model. For a given incom-
ing wind condition, the power generated by the entire wind farm,
Pfarm, is equal to the summation of the power generated by the
individual turbines, which is expressed as

Pfarm ¼
XN

j¼1

Pj (1)

where Pj represents the power generated by Turbine-j, and N rep-
resents the number of turbines in the farm. For any given incom-
ing wind speed and direction, the power generated by the
individual turbines is determined by the UWFLO power genera-
tion model.

A brief summary of the steps in the UWFLO power generation
is as follows:

(i) Farm Layout: A fixed X–Y co-ordinate system is defined
such that the positive X-axis, which represents the length-
wise side of the farm, aligns with the South direction. The
location of each turbine is defined in terms of this co-
ordinate system. Transformed co-ordinates (x–y) are then
determined for each turbine based on the wind direction.

(ii) Wake Effects: Based on the relative location of the tur-
bines and the turbine features, it is determined which tur-
bines are (fully/partially) in the wake of other turbines; a
wake growth model is used for this purpose. Subsequently,
analytical wake velocity-deficit formulations are used to
determine the effective (rotor-averaged) speed of the wind
in front of each turbine. In this case, the incoming wind
speed profile can be characterized using either the log law
[15] or the power law [14].

(iii) Turbine Power Output: The power output (Pj) from each
turbine is determined from the estimated effective wind
speed in front of it, using the power curve provided by the
turbine-manufacturer.

It is helpful to note that the accuracy of the analytical power
generation model is meaningfully sensitive to that of the standard
analytical wake models used. The discussion of the inherent
assumptions in the analytical wake model and the detailed
description of the power generation model can be found in the
papers by Chowdhury et al. [14,15].

Wind conditions at a site vary significantly with time. Hence, a
reliable prediction of the expected annual energy production
(AEP) of a wind farm should account for the joint variations of
wind speed and wind direction at the site. To this end, the annual

Fig. 2 Framework to model the relationship between the farm land configuration
(aspect ratio and orientation) and the farm performance
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distribution of wind speed and direction is first represented using
a suitable probability density function. Subsequently, the AEP is
determined by integrating the power generation function over the
estimated annual wind distribution. Assuming the farm operates
continuously throughout the year (all 365� 24 h), the AEP of a
wind farm in kWh (Efarm) can be expressed as

Efarm ¼ 365� 24ð Þ
ð360 deg

0 deg

ðUmax

0

Pfarm U; hð Þ p U; hð ÞdUdh (2)

where Umax is the maximum recorded wind speed at that location;
and p U; hð Þ represents the probability of occurrence of wind con-
ditions defined by speed U and direction h. In Eq. (2), Pfarm U; hð Þ
represents the power generated by the farm for an incoming wind
of speed U and direction h. Currently operating wind turbines ex-
perience 4% downtime on average [28]; such downtime can also
be readily accounted for in the above expression, assuming the
overall wind distribution is practically similar to that during the
uptime hours.

The power generated by the group of turbines in a wind farm
(Pfarm) is a complex function of the incoming wind attributes, the
arrangement of turbines, and the turbine features; it is not a tracta-
ble analytical function that can be directly integrated. Hence, a nu-
merical integration approach [29] is suitable for estimating the
AEP (defined in Eq. (2)). To this end, the Monte Carlo integration
method is implemented using the Sobol’s quasirandom sequence
generator [30]. In this method, the AEP is evaluated as a summa-
tion over a set of the sample wind conditions. The approximated
annual energy production is expressed as

Efarm ¼ 365� 24ð Þ
Xnp

i¼1

Pfarm Ui; hi
� �

p Ui; hi
� �

DUDh

where

DUDh ¼ Umax � 360 degð Þ=np

(3)

and where np is the number of sample points used; the parameters,
Ui and hi, respectively, represent the speed and the direction of
the ith sample incoming wind condition. For the case study in this
paper, we consider the air density to be constant. The probability
of wind speed and direction, p Ui; hi

� �
, is estimated by the Multi-

variate and Multimodal Wind Distribution (MMWD) model
[31,32]. The MMWD model, which uses a KDE-based joint distri-
bution method, is uniquely capable of representing multimodally
distributed wind data; this capability allows more accurate estima-
tion of energy production (over a time period) than possible with
typical parametric wind distribution models.

Based on the AEP given by Eq. (2), the capacity factor (CF) of
the farm can be expressed as

CF ¼ AEP

365� 24ð Þ
XN

j¼1

Prj

(4)

where Prj is the rated power of the generic Turbine-j, and N repre-
sents the number of turbines in the farm.

2.3 Optimization Problem Definition. The objective of
wind farm optimization here is to maximize the CF for a given
farm land-shape. The variables in the optimization problem are
the locations of each turbine (Xj, Yj) and the type of turbine (T) to
be used—a total of “2Nþ 1” design variables for a N-turbine
farm. The turbines are selected from a list of Tmax commercially
available turbine variants. In this framework, the nameplate
capacity of the wind farm is fixed, and turbines of a specified rated
power are allowed to be installed. Hence, the number of turbines
to be installed (N) in the farm remains fixed. The optimization
problem for the rectangular wind farm is defined as

Max CF Vð Þ
subject to

g1 Vð Þ � 0

g2 Vð Þ � 0

V ¼ X1;X2; ::::::;XN ;Y1;Y2; ::::::; YN ;Tf g
T 2 1; 2;…; Tmaxf g

(5)

where the capacity factor, CF, is estimated from Eq. (4), and Tmax

represents the number of turbine types in the pool of turbines
available for selection.

The inequality constraint g1 represents the minimum clearance
required between any two turbines, and is given by

g1 Vð Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

XN

j ¼ 1

j 6¼ i

max 0:5 Di þ Dj

� �
þ4min � dij

� �
; 0

� �

where

dij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DX2

ij þ DY2
ij

q
(6)

In Eq. (6), Di and Dj, respectively, represent the rotor-diameters
of Turbine-i and Turbine-j, and 4min is the minimum clearance
required between the outer edge of the rotors of these two tur-
bines. The parameters, DXij and DYij, represent distances between
the locations of Turbine-i and Turbine-j along the X and Y axes,
respectively. In this research, the value of the minimum spacing
between turbines ð4minÞ is set at half of the mean rotor diameter
of commercially available turbines. In practice, a greater mini-
mum spacing might be necessary to mitigate the undesirable
dynamic-loading effects induced by wake turbulence.

To ensure the placement of the wind turbines within the rectangular
wind farm boundaries, the bounds for the generic Xi and Yi variables
are reformulated into the inequality constraint, g2, which is given by

g2 Vð Þ ¼ 1

2N

1
L

XN

i¼1

max �Xi;Xi � L; 0ð Þ

þ 1
B

XN

i¼1

max �Yi;Yi � B; 0ð Þ

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA (7)

where the parameters L and B, respectively, represent the length
and the breadth of the farm land.

2.4 Development of the Response Surface-Based Models.
Response surfaces comprise a class of analytical approximation
functions that are popularly used to represent complex functional
relationships. Such approximation functions are generally neces-
sary for real life design problems where relationships among im-
portant parameters are not analytically well defined and/or are
expensive to evaluate. The dependence of the maximum CF
(obtained through optimal turbine selection and placement) on the
farm land-shape is not a straightforward analytical function. Sec-
ondly, it is computationally expensive to explore the maximum
farm capacity factor for different values of land aspect ratio and
orientation—an entire optimization process is required every
time. Hence, we adopt the response surface methodology to model
and investigate the relationship between the maximum capacity
factor and the farm land-shape parameters.

First, a set of Ns sample land-shapes (aspect ratio and orienta-
tion values) are generated using Sobol’s quasirandom sequence
generator. The total land area of the farm is assumed to be fixed,
and is represented by Afarm. For a sample farm land-shape, defined
by the aspect ratio, aR, and orientation, / (in degrees), the dimen-
sions of the rectangular farm can be expressed as

B ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Afarm=aR

p
L ¼ B� aR

(8)
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As the orientation ð/Þ of the rectangular farm land changes, the
fixed X-axis is no more aligned with the South direction; instead it
is now aligned at an angle / with the South (measured clockwise).
Therefore, the transformed co-ordinates of each turbine, in the
power generation model, has to be reformulated as

xi

yi

" #
¼

cos ĥ � sin ĥ

sin ĥ cos ĥ

" #
Xi

Yi

" #

where

ĥ ¼
h� /; if h > /

h� /þ 360; otherwise

(9)

where h is the direction of wind in degrees, measured clockwise
with respect to the South direction; the co-ordinates (Xi, Yi) repre-
sent the location of turbine-i based on the fixed coordinate system,
and (xi, yi) represent the transformed co-ordinates of that turbine
with respect to a particular wind direction.

Each sample combination of aspect ratio and orientation of the
farm land therefore translates into a unique combination of (i)
farm land dimensions (boundaries), (L, B), and (ii) a modification
to the transformed co-ordinates of the turbines within the farm
power generation model. For each of these combinations, the
UWFLO method is applied to optimize the farm layout and tur-
bine selection with the objective of maximizing the CF of the
farm—a total of Ns optimizations are thus performed. Using the
maximum accomplished CF values from the Ns wind farm optimi-
zations, response surfaces are trained to relate the aspect ratio and
orientation of the farm land with the maximum CF.

Two surrogate modeling methodologies are used to represent
the maximum capacity factor function: (i) the Quadratic Response
Surface (QRS) method, and (ii) the Kriging Method. The QRS
method is used to explore and understand the overall trend of
maximum capacity factor variation under the impact of changes in
the land-shape. The actual response is expected to be noisy, since
the output is obtained through heuristic optimization (PSO); the
likely level of uncertainty in the training data can lead to oscilla-
tions in the CF response function if a typical interpolating surro-
gate (e.g., radial basis functions and Kriging) is used. In contrast,
the QRS can provide a smoother representation of the “land-
shape—maximum capacity factor” relationship. The trained QRS
also involves fewer parameters, thereby allowing more tractable
exploration of the relationship and facilitating general guidance in
land-shape decision-making. On the other hand, the Kriging surro-
gate is expected to provide a more accurate local representation of
the “land-shape—maximum capacity factor” relationship, and is
hence considered a more suitable choice for the process of
optimizing the land-shape.

The generic quadratic response surface representing the “land-
shape—maximum capacity factor” relationship can be expressed
as

CFQRS
max ¼ c0 þ c1aR þ c2/þ c3a2

R þ c4/
2 þ c5aR/ (10)

where c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5 are unknown coefficients that are
determined by the least squares approach; and CFmax represents
the maximum capacity factor obtained through layout optimiza-
tion. The training points to the response surface are obtained by
optimizing the wind farm configuration (as in Eq. (15)) for the Ns

parameterized sample farm land-shapes.
The Kriging surrogate model [33] for the “land-shape—maxi-

mum capacity factor” relationship can be expressed as

CFKrig
max ¼ GðaR;/Þ þ ZðaR; phiÞ (11)

where G is the known approximation (usually polynomial) func-
tion, and Z is the realization of a stochastic process with a zero
mean and a nonzero covariance. The (i, j)th element of the covari-
ance matrix of Z is given by

COV½Zðai
R;/

iÞ;Zðaj
R;/

jÞ� ¼ r2
ZRij (12)

where Rij is the correlation between the ith and the jth training
points; and r2

z is the process variance. A Gaussian function is used
as the correlation function. An efficient MATLAB implementation of
the Kriging surrogate, developed by Lophaven et al. [34], is used
in this paper. The order of the global polynomial trend function
(G) is specified to be zero.

3 Illustrating the Role of Farm Land-Shape

3.1. Case Study: Description and Settings. A case study is
performed for a site at the Baker wind station in North Dakota to
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework in modeling
the influence of farm land-shape on the energy production poten-
tial of the site. The corresponding wind data are obtained from the
North Dakota Agricultural Weather Network (NDAWN) [35]. To
fit the wind distribution, we use the daily averaged data for wind
speed and direction, measured at the Baker station between the
years 2000 and 2009. Further details of the Baker station pertinent
to this case study are provided in Table 1. The installed capacity
and the total land area of the farm are specified to be 25 MW and
840,000 m2, respectively, i.e., equivalent to a frugal land area per
MW installed of 33,600 m2/MW. In practice, land area of current
wind farms in the US are generally above 120,000 m2/MW in-
stalled [36]. We use a significantly smaller land area to explore if
changing the land-shape could help extract more energy from
tightly spaced turbine arrays, thereby alleviating high land foot-
print concerns regarding wind energy projects. In this case study,
only 2.5 MW turbines are allowed to be installed, and a minimum
inter-turbine clearance of 1.5 rotor diameters (between towers) is
imposed (through Eq. (6)).

Geometrical redundancies exist in the combination of aspect ra-
tio and orientation, depending on their considered ranges. In this
context, it is helpful to note that

ðaR; hÞ � ðaR; hþ 180Þ � 1

aR

; hþ 270

� �
(13)

In order to develop the response surface, a set of 50 sample values
of aspect ratio and orientation are thus generated within the fol-
lowing specified ranges: 1 < aR < 10 and 0 deg < / < 180 deg.
The upper limit of the aspect ratio would approximately allow a
“three rotor diameter” spacing between the turbines when
collinearly aligned.

3.2 Wind Farm Layout Optimization Results. A population
of 20� (2Nþ 1) and a total number of 50,000 function evalua-
tions (119 iterations) were allowed during wind farm optimization
in this case study. Through numerical experiments, the allowed
number of function calls was found to be sufficient for conver-
gence with the MDPSO algorithm. Additional termination criteria
inside MDPSO stops the optimization process when the relative
change in the optimum value is less than 1� 10�6 in 10 consecu-
tive iterations. We use the same values of the user-defined

Table 1 Details of the weather station at Baker, ND [35]

Parameter Value

Location Baker, ND
Period of record 01/2001/2000 to 12/31/2009
Latitude 48.167 deg
Longitude �99.648 deg
Elevation 512.0 m
Measurement height 3.0 m
Average roughness 0.1 m (grassland)
Average air density 1.2 kg/m3
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parameters in mixed-discrete PSO as recommended and used by
Chowdhury et al. [15]. The same 2.5 MW turbine with a 100 m
rotor and a 100 m tower was optimally chosen for each sample
farm land-shape. Different farm layout patterns were obtained for
the different specified sample values of aspect ratio and orienta-
tion. This observation illustrates that the optimal layout pattern is
strongly influenced by the specified/allowed land-shape.

The sample farm with an aspect ratio of 8.88 and a 157.5 deg
orientation yielded the highest capacity factor (CFmax¼ 0.658),
upon wind farm optimization. The sample farm with an aspect ra-
tio of 1.28 and a 95.6 deg orientation yielded the lowest capacity
factor (CFmax¼ 0.629), on wind farm optimization. The difference
in the maximum capacity factor obtained for the best and the
worst performing farm land-shapes is 4.6%—this difference
approximately translates into a substantial revenue difference of
$10.5 million (at $0.08/kWh COE) over a 20 year lifetime of the
25 MW project.

The optimized layouts for the best and the worst performing
farm land-shapes are illustrated in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respec-
tively. To explain the optimized layouts obtained and the CF
response surfaces constructed in Sec. 3.3, the wind-rose diagram
(Fig. 3) for the case-study site is shown below. In the wind-rose

diagram, each of the sixteen sectors represents the respective
probability of wind blowing from that direction.

A careful analysis of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show that land-shapes
with higher aspect ratio allow turbines to be comparatively more
spread out streamwise with respect to the dominant wind direc-
tions (shown in wind-rose diagram—Fig. 3). This allowance
reduced the wake losses and promoted an increase in the capacity
factor. In general, an ideal land-shape scenario would be a collin-
ear alignment of wind turbines along a line that is perpendicular
to a sharply dominant wind direction (if one exists); such an ideal
scenario would allow negligible wake losses. Unfortunately, wind
distributions in practice more often than not do not fit into the
“sharp dominant wind direction” category, as evident from the
current case study. As a result, a quantitative exploration (as pre-
sented here) of what type of land-shapes might provide greater
energy production for a given wind pattern becomes all the more
important even before considering the availability of land at the
site in practice.

3.3 Capacity Factor Response Surface. The following
quadratic response surface is obtained to represent the maximum
CF as a function of the aspect ratio and orientation of the rectan-
gular wind farm land

CFQRS
max ¼ 6:46� 10�1 þ 1:73� 10�3aR

�3:60� 10�4/� 3:21� 10�5a2
R þ 1:81� 10�6/2

þ3:98� 10�6aR/ (14)

The root mean squared error and the maximum absolute error of
this QRS (Eq. (14)) were, respectively, estimated to be 0.45% and
1.08%, which can be considered to provide acceptable accuracy
for the current application. The 3D plot and the contour plot of the
QRS for CFmax are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively.

For an aspect ratio of 1 (square shape), relatively smaller differ-
ences in maximized CF are expected with varying orientations,
which is indeed observed in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Figures 5(a) and
5(b) show that the variation of CF is somewhat symmetric around
the 90 deg orientation (East-West). Farm lands oriented East-West
(90 deg) are observed to produce less energy than those oriented
North-South (0 deg or 180 deg), which can be explained by the
wind-rose diagram. The wind-rose diagram (Fig. 3) shows that
winds from the West-North-West (WNW) and the South (S) are
predominant at the Baker site. Under such a wind pattern, the
smaller aspect ratios together with East-West orientation (e.g., the

Fig. 4 Optimized farm layouts for sample farm land-shapes

Fig. 3 Wind-rose diagram for the site at Baker [31]
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layout in Fig. 4(b)) pack the turbines close to each other, stream-
wise, with respect to both dominant wind directions, leading to
maximum wake losses.

For the given wind pattern (Fig. 3), the wind direction going
across “North of North-West and South of South-East (NNW-
SSE)” (both ways) is the effective dominant wind direction axis.
Allowing greater distances between turbines along the dominant
wind direction and staggered layout patterns in general minimize
the wake losses, thereby increasing the CF. In this case, the domi-
nant axis is slightly staggered (in angle) to the actual dominant
wind directions (WNW and S). Hence, farm configurations with
greater aspect ratios and aligned along (or close) to the dominant
axis lengthwise are expected to extract more energy from this
wind site. The illustrations in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) agree with these
hypotheses. The best performing farm land-shape (among the
sample farm land-shapes) shown in Fig. 4(a) is likewise oriented
along the effective dominant wind direction axis�22.5 deg West
of North.

It is evident from the above illustrations that in the case of wind
sites with multiple dominant wind directions (and/or skewed wind
direction distributions), intuitive decision-making of suitable

land-configurations becomes significantly challenging. This
challenge necessitates a quantitative approach as presented in this
paper.

The trained Kriging model yields a generalized least squares
estimate of 0.097, and a maximum likelihood of the process var-
iance of 4.04� 10�05. The 3D plot and the contour plot of the
Kriging model for maximum CF are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b),
respectively. A similarity in the general trend captured by the
QRS and Kriging surrogate can be observed, where:

(i) Farm lands with higher aspect ratios and a NNW-SSE ori-
entation allow greater energy production potential.

(ii) Farm lands with smaller aspect ratios (close to one) and/or
East–West orientation provide lower energy production
potential.

However, owing to the inherent nature of interpolating surro-
gates, the Kriging CF function exhibits multiple modes (unlike the
QRS), i.e., multiple local maxima of CF in the aR � / space.
Land-shapes with aspect ratios between 8 and 9 and orientations
of roughly 160 deg and 10 deg are observed to provide the most
attractive energy production potential. These observations

Fig. 5 Variation of the maximized farm capacity factor (CFmax) with respect to the farm land aspect ratio (aR) and orientation
ð/Þ, as given by the quadratic response surface

Fig. 6 Variation of the maximized farm capacity factor (CFmax) with respect to the farm land aspect ratio (aR) and orientation
ð/Þ, as given by the Kriging surrogate model
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encourage the optimization of the land-shape to investigate the
maximum possible capacity factor obtainable from this site (for
fixed land area and installed capacity).

3.4 Optimizing the Land-Shape. The land-shape is opti-
mized with the objective to maximize the capacity factor. To this
end, we use the Kriging surrogate relating the CF (obtained
through layout optimization) to the land-shape. The land area is
fixed at the same value as in the layout optimization (Sec. 3.1).
The optimization problem is formulated as

Max CFKrig
max aR;/ð Þ

subject to

1 � aR � 10 and 0 deg � / � 180 deg

(15)

where CFKrig
max aR;/ð Þ is given by Eq. (11).

Since the optimization problem is relatively simple (i.e., uncon-
strained, continuous, and 2-dimensional), a standard genetic algo-
rithm (MATLAB implementation) is applied to solve the
optimization. A population size of 50, a crossover fraction of 0.8,
and a termination tolerance of 1� 10�6 on the fitness function
value is used for this purpose. The optimization converged in 50

generations, with multiple runs yielding the same optimum within
a maximum objective function tolerance of 1� 10�4. The conver-
gence history of one of the representative runs is shown in Fig. 7.
The capacity factor improved by approximately 2.3% during opti-
mization, to reach a maximum value of CFmax¼ 0.659. This maxi-
mum CF represents a 4.8% improvement over the worst sample
land-shape (Fig. 4(b)). The optimum aspect ratio and orientation
were found to be 8.9 and 161.7 deg (18.3 deg West of North),
respectively.

To validate the maximum CF estimated by the response sur-
face, we perform layout optimization (using UWFLO) on the opti-
mum land-shape ðaR ¼ 8:9; / ¼ 161:7 degÞ yielded by the
response surface. A maximum CF of 0.658 is obtained by layout
optimization, which is a close match to that obtained from the
response surface (CFmax¼ 0.659), thereby illustrating the robust-
ness of the response surface in the context of land-shape design.
The optimized wind farm layout obtained for this optimum land-
shape is shown in Fig. 8. Since, this optimum land-shape is close
to the best land-shape among the 50 samples (Fig. 4(a), the opti-
mized turbine arrangements of the two land-shapes share certain
characteristics. For example, both wind farm layouts (Figs. 4(a)
and 8) contain two corner turbines, at the top-right and bottom-
left corners.

4 Concluding Remarks

This paper developed a wind farm design framework that
advances the understanding of how the optimum wind farm per-
formance (or farm output potential) is influenced by the farm
land-shape. The optimum planning of the farm layout (turbine
arrangement) is not independent of the decisions made regarding
the farm land-shape. The framework presented in this paper ini-
tiates important investigation into how these factors are interre-
lated in their collective influence on the overall energy production
capacity of the farm. In this paper, the farm land-shape is parame-
terized in terms of the aspect ratio and the orientation of the rec-
tangular farm land. A set of sample aspect ratio and the
orientation values are first generated (assuming fixed farm land
area), and the farm layout and turbine selection are optimized for
each sample farm land-shape. The maximum CF thus obtained is
represented as a function of the aspect ratio and the orientation
using a quadratic response surface and a Kriging surrogate. The
contour plots of the CF response functions provide important
insights into the suitable choice of farm land-shapes for the spe-
cific case study, and incites an appreciation of such a (otherwise
lacking) quantitative exploration of farm land-shapes.

The utility of this unique framework is illustrated through a case
study performed for a site in North Dakota. We found that, higher
CF could be accomplished for farm lands that have aspect ratios
significantly greater than one and are oriented close to the domi-
nant wind direction axis, where the latter is slightly staggered with
respect to the actual dominant wind directions. Further investiga-
tion is however necessary to explore other wind distribution sce-
narios, e.g., sites with multiple prevalent wind directions that are
perpendicular to each other. Overall, it is evident from the case
study that, for practical wind resource variations, the complexity of
the relationship between “land-shape” and “wind farm output
potential” can far exceed the capabilities of intuitive decision-
making. A generalized numerical/computational framework, as
presented in this paper, is therefore necessary in effectively plan-
ning land configurations for wind energy projects. In this context,
the exploration of land configurations other than contiguous rectan-
gular plots would further establish the effectiveness of the proposed
wind farm design methodology. Other important considerations in
the context of land-shape planning include topography and soil
quality variation at the site. Topography regulates the spatial
variation of wind conditions, and the soil quality affects the feasi-
bility/cost/type of turbine foundations to be used. These factors
therefore comprise additional important topics for future research
regarding the role of land-shape in wind farm layout planning.

Fig. 7 Convergence history for optimizing the wind farm
land-shape

Fig. 8 Optimized farm layout corresponding to the optimum
land-shape ðaR ¼ 8:9; / ¼ 161:7 degÞ
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